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Miss Patricia Roane
642 Clayton Street
San Francisco, CA 94117

Dear Patricia:

We have received your application to the IUA, and are excited that you and so many
others have indicated an inteqest in forming, and becoming members of local and regional
AssociationsoftheInternff i ITRANThAss@cationwil lal lowusto
facilitate contact between you and other readers in your area who have indicated similar interest.
A member of the Coordinating Committee will contact you soon to discuss how we can assist you

.. Remember, Associations are separate from Study
Groups, and in fact, an Association may include members of numerous Study Groups over a
considerable geographic area. Your energy and enthusiasm will play a vital role in the
development and success ofJgur A*o.ig!to!.

Since you are familiar with the Charter and Bylaws of IUA, then you understand that
IUA is a task-oriented service organizationJormed to foster in-depth study, and the orderly_ -
dissemi TlA Book. This can be accomplished in many ways,
including:

(a) putting readers in touch with one another,
O) assisting in the formation of new Associations,
(c) responding to reader inquiries,
(d) sponsoring meetings, seminars, and conferences,
(e) publishing newsletters and periodicals,

and providing a variety of additional semices to readers on behalf of .Jre Trustees of URA.NTIA
Foundation. This is a formidable task and can only be successfully accomplished with the
enthusiastic effort of dedicated individuals like you.

We thank you for your interest and we will be contacting you soon. In the meantime,
you are always welcome to contact members of the Coordinating Committee through 533
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614, U.S.A.

Sincerely,

The Coordinating Committee of the International URANTIA Association
Tonia Baney, John Ploetz, Cathy Jones, Eddie King
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